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POSIT IVE  SYMMETRIC  SYSTEMS 
WILLIAM LAYTON 
School of Mathematics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332, U.S.A. 
Abstract--A nonstandard-type "l ast'squares" finite-element method is proposed for the solution of 
first-order positive symmetric systems. This method gives optimal accuracy in a norm similar to the H t 
norm. When a regularity condition holds it is optimal in L z as well. Otherwise, it gives errors suboptimal 
by only h": (where h is the mesh diameter). Thus, it has greater accuracy than usual finite-element, 
finite-difference or least-squares methods for such problems. In addition, the spectral condition umber 
of the associated linear system is only O(h -~) vs. O(h-'-) for the usual least-squares methods. 
Thus, the method promises to be an efficient, high-accuracy method for hyperbolic systems uch 
as Maxwell's equations. It is also equally promising for mixed-type quations that have a formulation 
as a positive symmetric system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers a nonstandard finite-element method for the symmetric system 
n 
~r,/tt --  ~ A j (x)  Ou - -  + K(x)u = f (x ) ,  x E 12 C R". 
= Oxj 
(1.1) 
The method proposed can be thought of as a nonstandard type of least-squares method. An 
operator.)~"'is constructed so that the Galerkin method applied to the regularized problem 
• ){" *, ~At = . 35 ~" * f 
is stable and convergent. Specifically, if./~ denotes a(vector) finite-element space, the Galerkin 
approximation U E . /h  to u is defined through the equations 
(,~./U, X + g.~/°X) = (f, × + 8.~/°×), VX E~ ,'h, (1.2) 
where & is a positive parameter and.~l° is the principal part of.~/. 
Symmetric systems uch as (1.1) arise in many important physical problems. Maxwell's 
equations, acoustic equations, hyperbolic systems, many elliptic equations and many equations 
of mixed type can be put into the positive symmetric form of Friedrichs[ 1]. Thus, a numerical 
method that works well for such problems would give a type-independent method. The method 
considered here gives an accurate scheme that is applicable to the physical variables in such 
problems. Suppose.t h consists of piecewise polynomials of degree -<k on a triangulation of 
diameter h. Optimal accuracy is achieved in a norm related to the H ~ norm 
I I~t° ( ,~  - U) l l  + Ilu - u I I  = O(h*). (1 .3 )  
In L 2 the qualitative properties of the method epend somewhat upon the type of the equation. 
For elliptic systems, and some hyperbolic systems, for example Maxwell's equations and some 
acoustic equations, optimal accuracy is achieved in L'-, O(h k÷ ~). For other problems that are 
not so regular, the errors are still nearly optimal in L2: 
Ilu - UI I  = O(h~*"z). 
Various other numerical methods have been tried for (1.1). Least-squares methods, Aziz, 
Fix and Leventhal[2], Aziz and Leventhal[3], Fix and Gunzburger[6]. Stephan and Wendland[5]. 
and Wendland[6], give optimal approximations in the norm in (1.3), and optimal approximations 
in L-' for elliptic systems. For problems without he regularity of elliptic systems, standard least- 
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squares methods lose more accuracy than the method proposed herein. Furthermore, the as- 
sociated linear system is ill-conditioned compared to the one arising from the method (l.2). 
Mixed methods have also been studied extensively for first-order elliptic systems by Raviart 
and Thomas[7] and Fix, Ounzburger and Nicolaides[8]. The stability and accuracy of such 
schemes depend critically upon the types of elements and the geometry of the mesh via the 
Babugka-Brezzi condition. Patched variational principles[9.10] and least-squares methods (re- 
quiting H2(D.) elements)[ 11 ] have been tried for equations of mixed type, as well as first-order 
finite-difference[ 12] methods. The method studied here overcomes some of the difficulties of 
the previous approaches for each of these types of problems. 
The work closest in spirit with the present paper seems to be the work of Katsanis[13,14] 
and Lesaint[11,15,16]. Katsanis[13] considers an O(h ~ "9 finite-difference scheme for (1. I). 
Lesaint[16] considers a finite-element scheme based upon a weak formulation similar to the 
usual one. He proves O(h k) convergence in L: when piecewise polynomials of degree -<k are 
used. 
The method (1.2) has appeared previously in a number of special cases of ( I. 1). Dendy[ 17] 
first proposed a method for hyperbolic equations similar to (1.2) and studied its convergence 
properties. Wah]bin[ 18] later noticed that if 8 = O(h) and ( l. 2) is applied to the model equation 
u, + u, = 0, a method results that is stable in L ~ as well as in g 2. In Layton[19], it was shown 
using Fourier analysis on a model problem that the spurious oscillations arising from a discon- 
tinuity in the true solution decay exponentially in h- ~ and in the distance from the discontinuity. 
In Layton[20] it was noticed that (1.2) could be adapted to systems arising from. tbr example, 
control theory by interpreting it as a nonstandard least-squares method. Meanwhile, a method 
related to (1.2) (the streamline diffusion method) was studied for singularly perturbed convection/ 
diffusion equations by Hughs and Brooks[2l], NS.vert[22]. Raithby[23] and Axelsson[24]. 
N/ivert, jointly with Johnson and Pitk/iranta in [25], has also extended the results in [19] 
to the general case of variable coefficient system in a bounded domain. Namely. it was shown 
in [25] that the effects of discontinuities decay exponentially away from the discontinuity. 
A. H. Schatz (private communication) reports that similar results have been obtained with an 
accurate estimate of the smearing effects. 
The method (1.2) can also arise from the "'a-b-c" technique used by Friedrichs[1,26,27] 
to prove well posedness for the continuous equation. 
The notation used is all standard. I1"1t, (' , ') denote the usual (L-'(R")) '~ norm and inner 
product respectively. (Hk(~)) '' denotes the Sobolev space (H~(f~) = W~(12)) '~ defined in the 
usual manner[28]. 
1.1 The continuous equation 
Let ~ C R" with F = Of~ smooth and noncharacteristic. Consider the BVP 
u 
,q,/ll ~ E Aj(X) Olt - -  + K(x)u = f ,  x~ D.. (B - M)u = 0, xE  F. (1.4) 
j = ~ Oxj 
In the above, Aj are  smooth, symmetric, m x m matrix functions of x, K(x) is an m x m, 
bounded, matrix function of x, u: f~ C R"-- ,  R", and 
n 
B = ~2 njAj(x), 
j= l  
where n = (nj) is the outward unit normal to ft. Furthermore, M(x) satisfies for x E F the 
following: 
(i) M(x) is a continuous function of x ~ F. 
(ii) Ms(x) -~ .~(M(.r) + M*(x)) >- O. 
One important subclass of the problems we study herein is the class of positive symmetric 
systems, studied by Friedrichs[l,26]. 
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Definition 1. I . .  ~/is positive if 
" 3Aj 
D =- K + K* - ~. - -  >- dol >Oholds.  
j = ~ Oxj 
In particular, Friedrichs has shown that i f , : / is positive symmetric then a unique weak solution 
to (1.4) exists and that if Ker(B - M) + Ker(B + M) = R", this solution is, in fact, a 
classical solution of (1.4). 
The boundary-value problem that is adjoint to (1.4) is given by 
~.t*v(x )  - - 
o__ 
j=ldxj(Aj(x)v) + K*(x)v, x~ ~, (B + M*)v = 0, x~ F. (1.5) 
We let.~/° denote the principle part of c/ :  
~¢/°u = ~Aj (X)~x j, , r~" .  
j= l  
Friedrichs[l] has shown that the following three identities hold true (<., .> denotes the 
R" or C ° scalar product). 
For all u ~ (HI(f~)) ", 
( .  
2 ( Ju ,  u) = (Du, u) + Jr (Bu, u) dF. 
For all u, v E (HI(~)) ", 
(1.6) 
(~.At, v) = (u,,c/*v) + fr (Bu, v) dF. (1.7) 
For all u satisfying (B - M)ulr = 0 and for all v satisfying (B + M*)v[r = 0, 
(.~/u, v) = (u,.~/*v). (1.8) 
1.2 An example of a symmetric system 
Positive symmetric systems arise directly and naturally in many problems of mathematical 
physics. Examples include Maxwell's equations and all derived systems from the Euler equa- 
tions. Also, many second-order boundary-value problems of mathematical physics can be trans- 
formed directly into a positive symmetric system. Consider, for example, the Tricomi equation: 
Y+~ - (bry = f in ~,  H~b = 0 on F = 312, (1.9) 
where H represents an operator describing the usual boundary conditions for the Tricomi equa- 
tion. 
In physical problems leading to mixed-type quations (e.g., transonic flow), ~ typically 
represents a potential function. We obtain a symmetric system from (1.9) by returning to the 
physical variables u = V~b. Under this transformation (1.9) becomes the symmetric system 
0 - l / (u  / = (fo) 
+ t / \v /~ O/ \v / ,  
(1.10) 
Then, the boundary conditions, Hu = 0, become Dirichlet boundary conditions on F.,.3, and 
nontangential, non-normal derivatives prescribed on F~ and F5 with no condition on F~. 
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Fig. 1. The domain 1} in the Tricomi problem. 
' X 
By a further transformation the above become a positive definite symmetric system (see, 
for example, [1,9,14,29]). These references contain all the details in the transformation and 
the precise formulation of the boundary conditions. 
2. THE VARIAT IONAL FORMULATION 
In this section, we make the additional simplifying assumptions that K(x) is a real symmetric 
matrice. Let 6 denote a positive parameter, and define 
f 
//~du, v) = J .~/u[v + &r/°v] d_r. 
Let ~,,,.t denote the space of functions atisfying the boundary conditions of the original problem 
o 
7/"  = {v(x) 6~ (H ' ( f} ) ) ' " I (B  - M)v!r  = 0}. 
o 
Equation (1.4) then has the variational formulation u ~ ,;'fL(f}) and satisfies: 
//3du, v) = ( f ,  v + B.~/°v), Vv E_;'/" 
o 
Let J  h denote a finite-element space, i.e., a finite-dimensional subspace ofS'~ ~ consisting of 
typically continuous PW polynomials defined on some "triangulation" of f~ and satisfying the 
boundary conditions of (1.4). The modified Galerkin-FE approximation U ~ J ~ to u is cal- 
culated via the equations 
?/35(U, v) = ( f ,  v + &~/°v), Vv ~. /h .  (2.1) 
. /h will be assumed to satisfy the usual type of inverse estimates, typical of finite-element 
spaces used in practice. 
Define the norm on ~;'/'~ as 
Ill.liP = ItullL',o., 4- all.r/°ult~:.,, 4- fF (Mtt, u)dF, 
where Ms = ½(M + M*) > 0. The basic error estimate follows closely the I-D case (Layton[20]) 
when (1.4) is a positive symmetric system. When the system is not positive the argument is 
slightly more involved. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 o 
Assume.x/is positive, and 0 < 8 < do maxlKl-'-. Then, .43a is coercive in !1['[ll on~'/" 
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uniformly in 8: for all u ~ Y~~, with C~ = rain{½, d0/4}, 
I.~#~(u, u)I ~ c~ll lul l]  = 
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Remark. If K is diagonal, the condition on 5 is not needed. 
Proof. By definition of J3s: 
r 0 r- o //~8(ll, U) = ( .5 /U ,  U) + 5(, I U,. t l l )  + 5(Ku,.rl°u) 
l f r  1 (Du, u) + (Bu, u) dF + 81l,~/°ull,:~n) =~ 
+ 5(Ku, ~/°u). 
o 
Since u ~ YF ~, (B - M)u = 0 on F. Thus, the above becomes 
I~(u ,  u)[ ~ 7 Ilull-' ÷ 511.~/°ull = + ~ (M~u, u) dr 
+ 5(gu,,~/°u) >- - ~ maxlg r- Ilul[ 2 
8 i[.~/Oul12 + (M,u, u) dF. +~ 
Provided 8 < do maxlK] -2, the above is 
do 8 1 fr ->~ Ilull: + ~ I1,~/°.11: + ~ (M~u, u). (2.2) 
Remark. The previous coercivity estimate also holds on the complex analog of Y( '~. This 
fact will become important in Sec. 4. 
If~c/ is not positive then it is easy to see that ,~ will still satisfy a type of Gfirding 
inequality. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 
If.c/is a (possibly nonpositive) symmetric system, 0 < 5 < do max[Kl-2 ~/36 satisfies 
I~&¢. . . ) I  > c , I I l . l l l  ~- - Xllull 2, u ~" ,  
where C~, h > 0 are independent of 8. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
Throughout this section we assume that,/h satisfies the standard inverse and approximation 
assumptions typical of finite-element spaces used in practice. Specifically, for all ~b ~ ,/h C Yc "~, 
hl[+ll~ -< Ci,dl+ll, 
O 
and for all u E ,h' i(f~) A H"(I~), 
inf {11', - xll + hll ,  - x lh}-< Ch~ll,,ll. 1 -< s -< k ÷ 1. 
First, we consider the case where the system is of positive type. 
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THEOREM 3.1 
Assume thats ' / i s  of positive type, and ~ = O(h).  Then 
Illu - viii -< c (  inf Ill. - xlll + B-'-'llu - xll) 
x~ / , i  
holds with C ind. of B. Thus 
Ila/°(u - u ) / -<  Chfilullk+,, Ilu - UII-< Ch k't 'lute+,. 
Proof.  U ~ ./h satisfies 
$38(U-  u, v) = O, Vv ~. th .  
Let w ~ jh  be arbitrary, and set "i1 = u - w, 49 = U - w. Then 
~5(49, v) = ~4"q,  v), Vv ~ .,,h. 
Setting v = 6 and using coercivity implies 
c11149111 ~ --< 1~449, 49)1 = I J%(n, 49)1 
__ I(.~/on + Krl, 49 + 8..vo+)l 
< I(s/oTI, 49) + (Krl ' 49) + 8( .XO.q, ~/o49) + 8(K'q, s[°49)1 
-< C(ll'glF + 114911:) + ~ II J°nl l  2 + S-_ Ila[°49tl2 
+ I(:-/°n, 49)1. 
Picking • sufficiently small (independently of B) gives 
- -  r 0 ctll+lll: < clllnlll'- + I ( . /n ,  *)1. (3.1) 
Consider now the last term. Since "q E,;¢'1, i i jO ,¢ l l  _< c(11a/o4911 ÷ 114911), and BT I = Mx I 
on F: 
I(ze°n, +)1 = I(n,.x-"°*+) + f,. (B'q, 49) dFI -< C,~-'-'11nlI8"'--(11.~t°4911 + I1¢II) 
+ c:(f~ (g ,~,  n)dr ) ' ' ( f  r (M,49, 49} dr)  ''2. 
By the inverse estimate (since 
I ( : / °n ,  49)1 -< c 
+ 
49 E3  h) 
II-qll 2 + c S 114911i 
C C• , 
II'nllb, r) + T II+llz:,r, 
IInlF + C(Sh-') ~ 161: 
+ 2--~ (M,rl, rl} dr  + C -~ (M=6, 4)} dF . (3.2) 
-<C 
Using (3.2) in (3.1) gives, that ifBh -L = O(I),  
cltl*lll 2 < clllnl]? + c6-~]lnll 2. 
In particular, we obtain, by choosing, for example, w = ti = interpolant of u in jh ,  a 
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quasioptimal estimate for [[.</°e[I and an almost optimal estimate for lie[l: 
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I[.c/°(u - U)ll ~ Ch*lluL+,, flu - uII ~ Ch*~÷':llull~.~. 
Remark. This implies optimality of the error in W, ~ for systems of equations in one space 
dimension (see [20]) and optimality of the error in the "convected erivative" for scalar 
convection equations in two space dimensions (see [24]). Axelsson has also pointed out that 
no restriction on 8 is needed for the estimate of I I ,v(u - U)ll, and 8 = O(h) is required to 
obtain the L-' error estimate. 
It is possible that ]l,,/°u[[ is not equivalent o the H ~ norm. The simplest example where 
this occurs is 
0 
.r/°u =- Oy u(x, y), 
where II.c/°ull gives no information on Ilau/ayll. 
Next we consider the case of a general symmetric system. 
THEOREM 3.2 
Suppose that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2 holds, 8 = O(h) and that if e satisfies 
#~(e, ×) = 0 for all X E . /h ,  
Ile]l ~ Ch(lle[I ÷ II.c/°ell). (3.3) 
Then there is an ho > 0 such that U exists uniquely for h -< h0 and the error in the method 
satisfies 
[[[u - UI[ I < C in f  (lllu - xlll + cs-'"=llu - xll), 
where C is independent of 8. Thus 
Ilu - uII--< Ch *+''211,4+,, II.r/°(u - U)II-< ChkIlull,.,. 
Proof. For the moment, assume that U exists and is unique. As in the previous proof, let 
¢b = U - & "q = u - ti, e = u - U. Proposition 2.2 then implies that 
I h 
II1~1112 ~ ~- I ,~eq,  ~)1 + 7 I1~11 ~. t.l t-.2 
Note that I1+11 ~ Ile[I + [l'q[[. Next we bound above the .~ term precisely as in the previous 
proof. Thus, 
Illelll ~ ~ 2Ill+lIP + [ll~qlII 2 ~ cll[~lll = + Ca-' l l~ll  2 + Cllell 2 + II'qll 2. 
Using (3.3) gives 
Ilell 2 ~ Ch2(llelr + II.~/°elt -') ~ Chlllellr-. 
Thus, for h sufficiently small, 
Illelll: -< c[ll~]l[-" + ca-' l lvl l l  2, 
and the error estimate is proven. 
Next, U is shown to exist. Since dim(./h) < zc, existence is implied by uniqueness. To 
prove uniqueness, let B~(U, ×) = 0 for all × ~ jh .  In particular, for × = U we obtain 
c, l [ Iu l l [ : -< IBm(u, u)l + XllUll-" = xltuIl:. 
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Using (3.3), b[Ull'- Ch'%,:/°UII z ÷ IIUI(-) -< ChlllUlt[ z. Thus, there is an h0 such that for 
h <-- hoU exists and is unique. • 
Assumption (3.3) will not hold for all symmetric systems. We will now consider (3.3) 
more carefully. 
Following [20], let.Z~;X - X + ~'~/°X, and consider the following problem adjoint to 
(2.1): 
-~/*.Zz-~+ = e, ~ E )7 1, .)~,~ ~ ;~#l. (3.4) 
In some cases, some regularity properties of the solution to (3.4) can be easily proven. 
LEMMA 3.3 
Suppose."/ is a positive symmetric operator and Aj(x) are C~: then, for g sufficiently 
small, the solution to (3.4) satisfies 
ll+ll + IV/°+II ÷ alt,~/°'-'l, t  -< C!tell, 
where C is independent of 8. 
Proof. Let qb = .Z";O; then 
(~, .,/cI)) = (e, ~). 
Since,c/is positive definite we obtain []~11 -< CI[e[[. The equation.~/*qb = e then gives 
N-</°¢'ll ÷ I1~11 < C[[e[[, 
where the constant now depends upon the C 1 norm of A/x).  By a similar argument (since ~)'¢; 
is a positive symmetric operator for 8 sufficiently small), we get that 
t[*ll + ~ll.~/°*ll < CII,Z~';+[I = CIl~ll. 
Thus, [[+11 + li-~/°+ll -< Cllell. Now consider,c/°(~); we have by the definition of 
(Ix/°+] + 5~1°[,~1°+1,.~/°+) = (.~1°~,~t°0). 
For 8 sufficiently small I + 8~/° is a positive system. Thus, as before, 
I1~/°+11 ÷ ~[1:/°:+11 _< cIV/°¢,II. 
Hence, the theorem follows. • 
To verify (3.3) we will require a slightly stronger egularity assumption (RH) below. 
Another consequence of RH is that the O(h k + ~'2) estimate in the two previous theorems can be 
improved to O(h ~* ~). The further regularity hypothesis we make to achieve this is: 
suppose that + satisfies [l+lll --< Cllell. (RH) 
Remark. In the absence of (RH), optimal orders of convergence in L-' cannot be expected 
for Galerkin-type methods. For example, Aziz and Leventhal[3] show that the L-' error in the 
usual least-squares methods is O(h k) when a hypothesis akin to (RH) does not hold. (RH) is 
typical of elliptic problems and some nonelliptic problems[30]. Examples include Maxwell's 
equations and acoustic equations[30]. Note also that (RH) always holds in I-D by Lemma 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.4 
In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. suppose (RH) holds. Then, 
lit, - g l l -<  C(h  + ~)(llu - gl l  + ! ! .~° i t ,  - U)H). 
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Proof. Integration by parts reveals that tO satisfies 
//:)d6, O) = (e, 6), V(b ~ ,7~ I. 
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(3.4) 
Setd~ = e = u - U. Then, 
Ilell 2 ~ Bde, O) = Bde, tO - X), 'fix ~ , ,h  
<-C( l le l l  + II-~/°el[)(lltO - xll + 8tl,~/°(tO - x)l l)  
-< C(llell + I I<t°e l l )  in f  {[ItO - xll + al l .~/°(tO - x) l l} 
-< C([lefl + II,~/°ell)(h + a)l[tOll,. 
Thus, by (RH), 
Ilel12 ~ C(h + a)(llell + II,~/°ell)l[ell. 
An interpolation argument hen gives the intermediate rates of convergence. 
COROLLARY 3.5 
o 
Suppose that u E (H'(I))) " f"l )'{'~, 1 -< r < k + 1, and the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 
and (RH) hold. Then, for j = 0, I, 
Ilu - U[lj ~ Ch'-Jllu[l,, 1 --< r < k + 1. (3.5) 
Proof. By the previous proposition and Theorem 3.2, (3.5) holds with r = k + 1. Equation 
(3.5) holds with r = 1, j = 0, by Theorem 3.2, Proposition 3.1, and the approximation 
properties of./h. The result for 1 < r < k + 1 follows by interpolation. • 
Remark. In the absence of (RH), one other case where optimal L 2 error estimates are 
possible is when a uniform tensor product mesh and tensor product basis functions are used. 
If each component of the basis functions are C °, odd degree piecewise polynomials or odd 
degree smoothest splines, a cancellation argument can be employed as for the usual Galerkin- 
FE method (see Layton[31] for this case) to show that the error is optimal in L'-, O(hk'~), 
provided u E Hk+-'(f~) N Y?' I([)). 
4. REMARKS ON CONDITIONING OF THE DISCRETE EQUATIONS AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD 
Since the method (1.2) can be interpreted as a nonstandard least-squares method, there is 
a legitimate concern that the condition number of the derived system might be significantly 
worse than (and perhaps even the square of) the condition number of the system arising from 
the usual finite-element method applied to original equations. 
However, it is likely that this is not the case. We prove that the spectral condition number 
of the discrete system is O(h-t)  when 8 = O(h). 
The difficulty in estimating the (nonspectral) condition number is that the matrix A = 
(~bi, 6j) is not symmetric, so it will have complex eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 
Let {~bj} denote a basis fo rd  h, and let./~(C) denote the complex valued analog of../h. 
~/h(C) is assumed to satisfy the inverse assumption and the following standard assumption: 
do = ~ ogd~ j E Jh(C); then Ch-"H+ll'- Io, i -< Ch-"ll+ll-'. (A1) 
(AI) holds for most finite-element spaces on a locally quasiuniform mesh. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1 
In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 assume that (AI), and the inverse hypothesis 
t'or,/~(C), holds g = O(h). and M = M* > 0. Then 
Pro@ By the Remark 2.1 and Proposition 2.1, 
cIII+tEI: ~ I~s~u~.  +)1 ~ cII I+HI: 
holds for all d~ E )'r ~(C). (The upper bound on [B41 follows by an argument entirely analogous 
to the proof of Proposition 2.1). Let ot denote the (complex) eigenvector of A corresponding 
to the eigenvalue k. Then 
araa .d~(O, +) 
~-  I~t'- - Iod'- +=E%+, .  
Let k = hmax(A). Then 
Ix~l < cIIl+lll____~: < Ch-'ll+ll;__ < Ch"h-' 
- i<~ - led= - 
When k = kmio(A), 
clll+lll" cIl+ll-" 
- -  > Ch" ,  
so that the result follows. 
Remark. Analogous results can be shown for the time-dependent problem. For example, 
if the time variable is discretized by the Crank-Nicholson (1-1 Pad~) method and the spacial 
variables are discretized by the method analyzed herein, the spectral condition number of the 
linear system that must be inverted at each time step is O(At/h). 
Restrictions on meshwidth 
In practice, 8 should be chosen so that the condition on 8 in Proposition 2.1 is automatically 
satisfied. Suppose fl is divided into elements Tj, 12 = t.3j Tj. For example, we can choose for 
x~T~, 
Nx) = max diam(Tj), ~- IK%)[ - '  , % ~ L). 
Boundary conditions 
There are two natural methods of imposing the boundary conditions of the problem. In 
the method proposed here the boundary conditions are strongly imposed on./h by simply adding 
them in as an extra set of linear equations to the discrete systems. This method is perhaps the 
simplest one. 
Another method, proposed in Johnson, NSvert and PitkSranta[21 ], is to impose the boundary 
conditions weakly by calculating U via 
~,o _ l f r  .'/,a(U, v) ~_ ((B - M)U, v) dF = (f, v + 5.~/°v), Vv ~. /~ 
For solving boundary-control problems for Friedrichs" systems, this method is likely easier to 
implement. 
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Numer ica l  integration 
In practice, the integrals involved in the methods (2.1) must be discretized bv an appropriate 
quadrature scheme. Thus, Eq. 12.1) is replaced by a perturbed set of equations 
.v;,dO, v) = F,dv). Vv ~. / ; '  (4.1) 
where.,~a is the quadrature approximation to.,/;,s and f'a(v) approximates F.dv) - ( f ,  v + 
8. ' /%).  
It" the quadrature scheme is chosen appropriately,-/},~ will remain coercive in IH'III: 
I ,~ - ,  .')1 ~ c=lll,'i!F. 14.2) 
where C: > 0 is independent orS. By adapting an analysis of Strang, one can show the following. 
THEOREM 4.2 
Let L) be defined by (4.1). and assume that (4.2) and the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 
hold. Then 
lilu - Oil I _< c x~inf," {(l lu - x{ll + 8 - '  :llu - xl{ 
J '." -'; .')l 
+ sup ,"a(X. w) - .  'a(X, + I iVw) -  (f. ,,~'t lii'---- ,!W + .~/°W)[]}:. (4.3) 
Pro@ Since (4.2) holds, 
c :q l l8  - xl IF <- I . - ' ) ,48  - x ,  0 - x) l  
= ].ds(u - X, U - X) + 1.'/;~ -,'/)~](X, U - X) + [/',~ - F,d(U - X)I. 
Following the proof of Theorem 3.1. with 6 = O - X, ~ = u - X gives, for any e > O. 
t .~u~.  +)1 ~ ~111+111; + c(~)lll~lll -~ + c~-'i ln,i:.  
Thus 
6) ¢)!: 
(1 - <)lll,:bJlF -< c)llnllF + cs- ' l ln/ I  ~ + c - " /~× 
Ill+Ill ~ 
+C 
I / -~( ,5)  - F~,(cb}i: 
III+!IF 
The result now follows from the triangle inequality IHu - /3111 ~ Hl~d)l!l + [il'q[li. 
Thus. if the quadrature scheme is sufficiently accurate the perturbation terms on the right- 
hand side of (4.3) are of the same order as the error in their basic method, Analogous results 
can also be shown for the quadrature rror in time-dependent Friedrichs systems (considered 
in the next section), following, for example, Raviart[32], Baker and Dougalis[33], or Lay- 
toni34], 
5. TIME-DEPENDENT PROBLEMS 
Time-dependent problems for symmetric systems can be soh'ed by " 'space-t ime" finite 
elements (if sufficient storage is available) by noting that time-dependent Friedrichs' systems 
are also Friedrichs" systems, so the basic method can be applied directly. 
One efficient way of accomplishing this is to use finite elements that are discontinuous in 
the time variables. In this case the x-t linear system then uncouples into "'time steps.'" For this 
approach see, for example, Johnson. Nfivert and Pitkiiranta[22.251. Lesaint[15] and Jamet[351. 
In this section, a different method is used: the spacial variables are discretized via the 
nonstandard least-squares method. Then, the resulting system of ODEs is solved bv a time- 
stepping method with the appropriate stability properties. 
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Consider the time-dependent problem 
Otl 
- -  + .~/u  = f{x ,  t, u), x E ~ C R". 0 < t < T -< z :  
Ot 
c)lt 
u(x, 0) = ,<{x), xE  D., 
(5.1) 
subject to the boundary conditions and assumptions on. /given in Sec. 1.1. f(-, ", u) is a 
semilinear term satisfying the Caratheodory conditions. 
First, note that when.~/ is a positive symmetric system we obtain an a priori bound on 
the solution of (5.1). 
PROPOSITION 5.1 
Assume/ / i s  a positive symmetric system and f satisfies the following monotonicity 
condition: for all u, v ~ L-'(~), 
( f ( ' ,  t, , )  - f ( ' ,  t, v), u - v) ~ c~(t)llu - ~'11-'. {5.2) 
Then, with do given in Definition I. 1 and 
f0 f • 1 _ e~,, ' J'{'( [3(r) = 7 (a(w) - do)dw, jlu(t}]i < I[uol] + a '. s, 0)i ds. (5.3) 
In particular, if e ~"~ E Lt(0, :c) (as occurs if, for example, a(w) < do), the equation is stable 
and well posed in L~(0, :c; L-'): 
Ilu(t)ll ~ [[u01F + C sup ]If(' ,  t, 0)1]. (5 .4 )  
0<-t< r. 
Proof  Multiplying (5.1) by u, integrating over ~,  using the positMty of.~/ and the 
monotonicity condition (5.2) gives 
d 
dt [lull: ~ (o,(t) - do)llutl- + <Bt,, u) ds + ( f ( ' ,  t, O), u), 
from which the result follows. • 
The semidiscrete Galerkin approximation is a strongly differentiable map U: (0, :':) ---,./ 
satisfying 
U/ /U  - f ( ' , t ,  U) ,v  + 8,el°v) = 0, VvE , /h ,  
U(0) ~ , /h  approximates u0 well, (B - M)U = 0 on 0~. (5.5) 
To compute with (5.5) the time variable must be discretized by some A-stable method. 
The trapezoidal method is one commonly used scheme for this. The analysis of the effects of 
such time discretizations i  straightforward (and leads to expected results) so it will be omitted. 
Henceforth, we focus attention on the linear case f (x ,  t, u) =- f ix ,  t). 
LEMMA 5.2 (Stabilio' o f  the method) 
Assume (5.2) holds, 8 = O(h) is sufficiently smal l , / / i s  a positive symmetric operator. 
f (x ,  t, u) =- f (x ,  t), and,/h satisfies the inverse property. Then. there is C. independent of t. 
8, and U, and there is a y > 0 such that 
/{u(r)fr2 -< e-~'[iU(0)4[" -- Cy -~ sup I I f ( ,  x)il:. 
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Proof. Setting v = U in (5.5) and using the Cauchy-Schwarz-Young inequality gives, 
for any t > O, 
d 
d-S Ilftl: - ~c(t)llu,ir- + ~tll ~/°Uil'- ÷ 2 ~&( f ,  u) _< tllUil-" + ~11 ~/outr- + c(~)llf(., 01L 
Collecting terms, 
d 
dt IlUIl" + {2.¢~6(U, U) - tlllullr-} --- Cllf(-, t)ll: + C~llU,II'-. (5.6) 
The quantity in braces is positive for t sufficiently small. Thus, we need only bound 8llU, II. 
To this end, set v = U, in (5.5). This gives 
IIU,ll-" + ~(u. ~/°u,) + ~/3~(u, ,) = (f(., t), u, + ~.~/°u,). (5.7) 
Since ..;/is a positive symmetric system, 
(U,,c/°U,) = (U,, (K + D)U,) + fr <By,, V) dr, 
so, by using the inverse property of L/h on the right-hand side, 
(U,, (I + 6(K + D))U,) + fr (BU,, U,) < -338(U, U3 + c(t)llf l l  2 + tf,°vllU,II:. 
Thus, for t, ~ sufficiently small, 
IIU,II 2 -< CHf(.,/)H 2 - cJ~3~(u, u,). (5.8) 
Expanding ~(U,  U,) and using similar inequalities: for any t,._,, 
~.~.'3~(u, ) -< c(t,)llUIl: + ~,~-'ll~/*u,II: + c(t,)~llUIl-' 
+ ~,tlU,II-" ÷ t_~ll:/UIl: ÷ c(tz)SSll~c/u,II 2. 
Using IIc/*wll -< C(llJwil + Ilwll) in (5.8) and the inverse estimates in the above and substituting 
it into (5.8) gives 
~[[U,I[ 2<- C(~[If(', t)[[: + ~[[UI[ 2) + t,_~[IcZU[l'-. 
Using this in (5.6) gives, for any t > 0, 
d 
dt IIUII" + {2~s(U, U) - max{t, ~}llluIIl-'} <-- c(~)(l ÷ 8)llf(.,/)11:. (5.9) 
The quantity in braces is positive definite in Ill.IlL and hence in L-'. Thus, for some 
",/ > 0, 
IIU(t)[[-" -< e-~'llV(0)ll 2 ÷ cw-* sup I[f(', t)ll'-. • 
0<s<t  
THEOREM 5.3 (convergence) 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.2, there is a C independent of h, u, U and t such that 
Ilu(t) - eft)ll-< Ce-"lluo - O(0)ll + Ch '*~': sup {llu,(s)L-, + Ilu(s)ll,+,}. 
0<s<T 
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If, in addition, the regularity hypothesis (RH) holds for the steady-state equation, the same 
result ho lds  wi th  "'k -,- t , .  rep laced by "'k -- 1.'" 
Pro~gi Letu  - U = (u - w) - (U -  w) = 11 - <b. where  w is  pro ject ion o f  u into 
, / '~ wrt .'/)s: 
, /~a(u - w, r )  = 0.  Vv E, / ; ' .  
d~ then satisfies the equation 
(6~, r - h.c/°v) -~ . ' /~(6. v) = (rh. v - h.~/v) 
for all v ~ , ,h  Applying the stability result (Lemma 5.2) gives 
II+(t)ll-<-IId~(O)N + c sup ll'¢(s)li. 
The tr iangle inequal i ty  then y ie lds  
11,5<ol',1 < I1<. - U)[ I  + I1(. - . ' )¢o) [ I .  I ! .  - U [ I -  [[,51! + 111111. 
The est imate  for the error in the s teady-state  prob lem no,,,,' completes  the proof .  
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